Abstract. This paper mainly introduces a system about automatic test paper generation and duplicate checking based on the C# and SQL server 2008. The discuss how to use C# to operate Microsoft word 2010, including character formatting, domain controller, duplicate checking of word documents etc. Through the combination of C#, SQL Server 2008 and Word 2010, C# operates SQL server and read the data from it, outputs the data to the Word documents and formats the text. The software reduces labor capacity, the teacher only input the examination data and don't consider the text format. Using the VBA programming, realizes the duplicate checking of over two Word documents, provides the repetitive rate. If the rate is over the setting rate, then the software can give the alert.
Introduction
The teachers give test paper about their subject at the end of the semester. Ordinarily, they need to provide the electronic test paper and the relative department prints it. The test paper has a fixed format, but teachers constantly change the format when they edit the test paper. In order to solve the problems, we develop the software and then teachers only need to input the type of test question and the demand of the test question, the system will generate the test paper automatically according to the test paper format. After generated test paper, the system can check automatically the similar degree of the two papers. If the similar degree is above the limited degree, the system will give an alert and then return the test paper input program and modify the test paper in order to reach the demand of similar degree.
System Analysis and Design
The system includes two departments, one is the generating test paper, the other is similar degree checking. The first part reads the data from the database and writes the data to the word document according to the format of test paper; the second part compares the two test papers, if the similar degree is blow the limited degree, then generates the ZIP format file, otherwise returns to the first part and generates the test paper again. The system structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
The system adopts SQL Server 2008 as the DBMS. And the programming adopts C#. The database is the important part of the system, is the basis of the whole system. The followings are the structure of several important tables. 
Key Technology Choice
The system adopts .NET, backend database is SQL Server 2008, programming language is C#, and operates the Office Word 2010, realizes to generate automatically the test papers of Word format. Table 3 . Table of Other_question. Title  Topic request  Type_description Describe the type of the test question Based on the .NET framework module, C# is the development language, combined the character of C/C++ and Visual Basic, the function more great, the operation more simple. SQL Server 2008 affords the platform of the data management and analysis platform. Through ADO.NET data access structure, visits safely the database. The .NET platform system structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The character formatting programming code is shown in the following:
Name of field Description of field
shape.Application.Selection.ParagraphFormat.Alignment =MSWord.WdParagraphAlignment.wdAlignParagraphCenter; shape.Application.Selection.Font.Underline = MSWord.WdUnderline.wdUnderlineDouble; shape.Application.Selection.Font.Size = 22; shape.Application.Selection.Font.Name = "Times New Roman"; shape.Application.Selection.Font.Bold = 1; shape.Application.Selection.Font.Size = 14; shape.Application.Selection.TypeText("Course name:__________________"); shape.Application.Selection.TypeParagraph();
The page setup finishes the page size, page margins and page alignment, the programming code is shown in the following: 
Conclusion
Through coding the test paper automatic generation, we have understood more deeper C# and VBA, improved the ability of programming. At the same time, the program also raise the level of office automatition, and promoted the information level to a more higher level.
